Banned Books

The Handmaid's Tale by Margaret Atwood (FIC ATWOOD, M.) Banned for: Profanity, sexually explicit, religious viewpoint
The Da Vinci code by Dan Brown (FIC BROWN) Banned for: Religious viewpoint
The Master and Margarita by Mikhail Bulgakov (FIC BULGAKOV, M.) Banned for: Political views
The Kite Runner by Khaled Hosseini (FIC HOSSEINI, K.) Banned for: Offensive language, violence, sexually explicit
My Sister's Keeper by Jodi Picoult (PB PICOULT, J) Banned for: Homosexuality, offensive language, religious viewpoint, sexism, sexually explicit, violence

The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-Time by Mark Haddon (FIC HADDON, M.) Banned for: Offensive language, profanity, atheism
The Lovely Bones by Alice Sebold (PB SEBOLD, A.) Banned for: Violence, religious viewpoint, dubious morals
Origin of Species by Charles Darwin (576.82 DAR) Banned for: Non-religious viewpoint
The Joy of Sex by Alex Comfort (613.96 COM) Banned for: Sexually explicit
I Know Why the Caged Bird Sings by Maya Angelou (BIOG ANELOU, M.) Banned for: Homosexuality, racial viewpoint

Canterbury Tales by Geoffrey Chaucer (821.1 CHA) Banned for: Sexual language, religious criticism
The Great Gatsby by F Scott Fitzgerald (FIC FITZGERALD, F.) Banned for: Sexual language, religious criticism
Song of Solomon by Toni Morrison (FIC MORRISON, T.) Banned for: Degrading language, sexually explicit
The Jungle by Upton Sinclair (PB SINCLAIR, U.) Banned for: Socialist Views
1984 by George Orwell (FIC ORWELL, G.) Banned for: Pro-Communist views, sexually explicit